In a spotlight glimpse he says ‘fantastisch’!
The Danish composer Simon Steen-Andersen has become a big name in
Germany, where he gets on well with the country’s serious view of culture. But
humour played an important role when his largest work so far opened a major
music festival in Munich
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We are an hour and a half into something
that could sound massively boring – a more
than two-hour-long, newly written music
theatre performance in the form of a
lecture. But the audience in the large
performing arts centre Gasteig in Munich
are having great fun. In the good sense of
the term.
In actual fact, the performance should
only have lasted 70 minutes. But in some
way or other it has got out of hand – or

rather out of ear – of the composer Simon
Steen-Andersen.
The wild thing is that the audience is
completely with him.
In fact, there is no shortage of laughter
during the first performance of ‘if this then
that and now what’. Despite its English
title, the two-hour lecture is in German,
and the words are mixed with repeated
movements and music that range from the
characteristic sound of the action film ‘The

Matrix’ to soft scraping sounds from the
row of 12 string players sitting very much
to the fore on stage.
Right now, people are laughing
because the lecture, which is taken care of
by four male German actors in identical
lounge suits, have reached a point where
one of them explains that if one shouts out
‘What’s Møller drinking?’ in an
underground car park, the walls reply
‘Øller’ ... ‘which is everyday Danish for
beer’, as he remarks with solid German
integrity, before hurrying on in his
convoluted elucidations about sentences
and phenomena that refer to themselves.
SIMON STEEN-ANDERSEN is fascinated by
how one can make musical stage art onto
which nothing is superimposed, i.e. where
nothing is just an accompaniment to an
aria or a backdrop for a Shakespeare play.
And to call him a composer is quite
insufficient. The 40-year-old Dane based in
Berlin, who last weekend had the honour of
opening German’s most prestigious festival
for contemporary music theatre, the
Munich Biennale, certain writes music. But
he also writes text, works with video and
programming, thinks in terms of sound
effects and focuses on performance as an
interactive element in his works.
He has written a piano concerto which,
when first performed at the
Donaueschinger Musiktage in Germany,
shocked the audience by beginning with a
grand piano falling from a height of eight
metres and smashing to pieces against a
concrete floor. Well, in a video, admittedly.
He has written an opera, ‘Buenos Aires’,
which deals with what happens when a
person has his voice removed in a surgical
operation. As a punishment, for example, in
a dictatorship. The opera was performed
last year at Den Sorte Diamant (The Black
Diamond) in Copenhagen and was
extremely affective, with singer who
because of electronic manipulation and

fictive implants were almost completely
unable to make any sound at all.
The piano concerto is on offer in
Denmark – in Aarhus in October. If ‘If this
then that and now what’ is going to come to
Denmark is an open question right now.
Not because it requires an extremely
demanding amount of coordination when 4
actors and 18 musicians with the aid of a
host of people behind mixing consoles and
other technical equipment – including the
composer Simon Steen-Andersen himself –
are to get conjuring tricks with the Matrix
man, who disappears and then re-appears
– to work successfully.
But also because the work, in one way
or the other, simply belongs to the Germanspeaking forum.
It is a work borne by ideas. By
thoughts. A philosophical work, in other
words. The whole idea is to test what it
means that someone refers to himself. In a
small glass cage a man sits reading a story
that has to do with himself. But how does
one write a story that only refers to
oneself?
Text appears in overtitles above the
stage. ‘Ich...’ the cursor erases the word
again. ‘So wollte ich...’ but again the cursor
erases the text.
Actor number something or other
explains long-windedly from the
conductor’s stand how, for more than ten
years, he was worked on writing the
perfect first sentence for a novel. It was
clearly not at all easy to proceed from
there. But it is really funny – and thoughtprovoking – when the actor exposes his
hopeless project while at the same time he
draws attention to the fact that what he is
saying is of course a text he is using as a
lecture, i.e. not an expression of his own
thoughts.
The image of the chicken and the egg
springs to mind, and on the inner screen
the well-known drawing by Escher of a
hand that is drawing a hand appears, while

the musicians serve up pizzicato notes.
Short and more or less in time. For what
does it mean that something is in unison?
When do we experience something as
being in unison, two actors ask in chorus,
but gradually their identical texts get
increasingly out of time with each other.
JUST AS IN the opera ‘Buenos Aires’, which
can best be called a metaopera, and the
important work ‘Run Time Error’, where
Simon Steen-Andersen runs through a
building, while producing sounds by
playing on staircases and other fittings and
furnishings at the same time as being
video-filmed, the talented composer also
works in ‘If this then that and now what’
with a completely black scenography.
In this scenography he takes a close
look at the microscopic sounds the actors
produce when, for example, they move
across the stage. Or when they suddenly
stumble. Or just when one of them, for a
short, precise spotlight glimpse, comes into
view out of nothing and just manages to
say the word ‘fantastisch!’.
The tiny moments go in a loop. Come
again and again. ‘Shhh!’ the lecturers shout
every single time a particular noise escapes
the tympani. ‘Stoooooop!’ they roar when
we were well into hearing about sentences
that are constructed as autograms, i.e. as
sentences that describe themselves by
listing precisely the elements that comprise
them.
Everything included is on an equal
footing. Nothing is secondary. The music
and the words are there to investigate how
one layer relates to the other. The music is
in a way just sounds – except for when an
old, distorted baroque melody should
happen to pop up. Then it may be referred
to.
This lecture could be part of teaching
in language philosophy at the universities
in Berlin or Munich – or in Denmark, if
there is still teaching in that sort of thing

any more – and in actual fact the text has
been written in Danish, I am informed,
standing with a beer in my hand after the
opening of this year’s Munich Biennale for
contemporary music theatre. Ein Bier, as
they say in Munich.
‘What’s Møller drinking?’ ‘Øller!’ Yes,
there is a small imprint of Danish included
in the probably longest and most ambitious
work so far by the composer, performer
and thinker Steen Andersen.
But it suits the piece incredibly well to
be performed in German. There is a reason,
as he has explained somewhere on the
Internet, why he felt himself attracted to
Germany and the German way of thinking
and talking about culture to an extent that
he has now lived there for years. The
stringency and the naturalness with which
Germans take culture serious quite simply
appeals to him.
But the performance would also work
in Denmark. Perhaps even better in a
slightly shorter format, although personally
I did not have any problems with the
duration at the premiere in Munich on
Saturday evening, where the Germans had
a great time, while having their needs
satisfied for art, logical stringency and –
fortunately – humour, which we Danes find
it so hard to do without.
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SIMON STEEN-ANDERSEN
Danish composer, born 1976. Works with
the processes of music in works that mix
instrumental music, electronic music,
performance and video. Studied in Aarhus,
Freiburg, Buenos Aires and Copenhagen
1998-2006. Apart from the Nordic Council
Music Prize 2014 he has received the SWR
Orchestral Prize, Akademie der Künste Art
Prize for Music and Kranichsteiner Music
Award.

This year his works are being performed,
among other venues, at Ultraschall in
Berlin, Nordic Music Days, Staatstheater
Mainz and Staatsoper in Hamburg. Next
year, DR (Danish Radio) will be performing
a new work it has commissioned from him
for symphony orchestra, big band, choir
and video.

